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In the year 2007 government boost up standard pass of Test National for the student of SMA become bigger than 4.5 to each; every tested lesson and bigger than 4.25 for the mean of entirety. Target of this research is to know student effort in following Test Package of C, and by using research method qualitative, by using method of deskrips, that is research emphasizing at pengambaran of public concerning condition and situation about taken research and also [regarding/ hit] existing datas field.

Existence of result of student effort in following Test Package of C [is] :

Student know place execution of Test Package of C [pass/through] headmaster, student know place execution of Test Package of C [pass/through] headmaster, student know problem type which [is] [released] in Test Package of C [pass/through] school [party/ side], student know to [regarding/ hit] package diploma of C [pass/through] [party/ side] go to school and [pass/through] Internet, student know the expense of registration of Test Package of C [pass/through] council learn and headmaster.

Concerning Test Package constraints of C [is] :